Lexis Advance®
Smart
Simple
Eﬃcient
Flexible
Trusted
legal research you can rely on

Introducing
Lexis Advance®
Lexis Advance® is an innovative online research
platform that allows today’s legal professionals to
access trusted research from LexisNexis® quickly and
easily. Refreshingly intuitive and ﬂexible, Lexis
Advance is designed with your eﬃciency in mind. It
provides you with access to the bigger picture – your
way.

Welcome to LexisNexis SmartSolutions
Lexis Advance is part of LexisNexis SmartSolutions, an
ever-growing suite of workﬂow and productivity
solutions.
LexisNexis SmartSolutions streamline your work and
allow you to provide quick and accurate answers to
your clients. Leading technology, data and analytics
and expert content enables you to remain competitive
and achieve better outcomes.
Find out more about LexisNexis SmartSolutions:
mylexisnexis@lexisnexis.com
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www.lexisnexis.com.my/lexisadvance

A Refreshingly Eﬃcient Way
To Conduct Your Research
Lexis Advance allows you to conduct your research intuitively using clever search
functionalities. From your home page, you can start your search quickly and manage your
research activity eﬃciently with ﬁve direct access options: Publications, History, Favorites,
Folders and Alerts.

Homepage

“The new platform is a signiﬁcant step up in ease of search, improved layout leads to a much
simpliﬁed research that will signiﬁcantly reduce time taken.”
Ravin Jay Kumar,
Partner, Haijan & Omar

www.lexisnexis.com.my/lexisadvance
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A Smart Platform
With Flexibility In Mind
Lexis Advance has a powerful and optimized search engine that understands both natural
language and Boolean queries, so you can search legal content in whichever way feels most
natural to you. Whether you decide to start from our smart single search box and use pre-and
post-search ﬁlters to narrow down results, or to make the most of your research expertise by
using our powerful Advanced Search Forms, Lexis Advance allows you to navigate straight to
the most relevant results you need. We anticipate your research path… and accelerate it!

Advanced Search Forms

“A huge improvement in terms of making it more user friendly for lawyers who are always
looking to perform quick but accurate and on-point research.”
Joanna Ooi, Associate,
Ravindran & Associates
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Turn Your Research
Into Immediate Action
From search inquiry to analysis, to insight, on a platform that anticipates your research path,
you can trust your research trail will never get cold.

Key Lexis Advance functionalities:
Research Map

Timeline Filter

A powerful analytical tool that lets you save,
manage and backtrack through prior work,
compare documents and result sets, and take
an overarching view of complex research
trails.

A graphical ﬁlter that enables you to view the
distribution of results over time. You can
choose to ﬁlter these results by date ranges
or toggle the graph to quickly narrow results.

Research Map

Timeline Filter

Search Terms Map

Recommended Cases

A data visualization that gets you to the most
relevant case immediately. Search Terms Map
automatically colour code your search words
and phrases via a navigation bar. Assess the
number, distribution and clustering of
colourised search terms at a glance.

A feature that evaluates the case text
document you’re working on by searching
through thousands of contents and
recommend cases with similar ratio
decidendi.

Search Terms Map
www.lexisnexis.com.my/lexisadvance

Recommended Cases
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Content That
Inspires Conﬁdence
For over 100 years, LexisNexis has delivered best in class legal content, data and analytics
from the leading minds in the profession.
Designed to transform the way you conduct legal research, Lexis Advance gets you the
answers you need, powered by the premium research and practical content you can rely on,
faster than ever before.

Premium Content
Beneﬁt from seamless access to unrivalled
authoritative research content, including:
• Malaysia’s largest and most current case citatory,

Case Citator.

• Malaysia’s

complete
legislation
solution,
providing comprehensive coverage of full text
legislation with a fully integrated Citator tool.

• Unreported Judgments (Malayan Law Journal

Unreported), containing over 20000 decisions, is
updated daily delivering the currency and
coverage you need.

• Malaysian Law Journal Reports, the single source

of reported High Court, Court of Appeal, Federal
Court and state and territory decisions from all 14
states.

• Unannotated Statutes of Malaysia, Unannotated

Statutes of Malaysia (Sabah & Sarawak), Malayan
Cases, Industrial Law Journal, Shariah Law
Reports and Articles and many more.

International Content
Turn research into actionable insights with
reputable content collections. Our International
content provides:
• Content from over 50 countries (United States,

United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
Hong Kong, India, Singapore, and European
Countries).

• A comprehensive collection of notable legal

research materials such as All England Law
Reports, Halsbury’s Laws on England, Australian
Law Reports, CaseBase Hong Kong, EU Cases &
Legislations, New Zealand Law Reports, Singapore
Law Reports, International Court of Justice
Judgments, and over 25,000 source of global news
and journals.

• Extensive Commonwealth content and a wide

range of United States' Primary Law and Journals
sourcing from over 3000 content types including
legislation, statutes and codes, cases, reports,
tribunals, law reviews & journals, treatises and
practical templates for legal transactions.

Lexis Advance®
Practical Guidance
Lexis Advance Practical Guidance is Malaysia’s
most established and trusted ‘how-to’ of legal
practice. A leap beyond traditional legal research,
Lexis Advance Practical Guidance acts as your ﬁrst
port of call with step-by-step guidance, legislation,
cases, checklists, forms and precedents that
directly link to LexisNexis commentary and
primary law. Having everything in one place means
you can work more eﬃciently and concise
guidance notes ensure you start –and stay- on the
right track.
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All information is updated as at June 2021 and is subject to change.

Lexis Advance Practical Guidance

www.lexisnexis.com.my/lexisadvance

Top 10
Lexis Advance Features
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The Red search box that does so much for you

Search across all available content or select the speciﬁc source(s) you want to search. Retrieve
source documents with a single click. Search using plain English or use the terms and connectors
you are comfortable with. Now powered by Semantic Parsing, the key elements of your search are
now mapped to natural language sentences that extracts the precise meaning of an utterance.

Single log-in to all your legal research & guidance needs

Save time from shifting between platforms. Access your Lexis® Analytics and Lexis Advance®
Practical Guidance account from one single platform. Enjoy swift multitasking between
strategy-making, research and guidance tools with a click of a button.

Powerful searching uncovers just the facts you need

By utilizing Lexis Advance's powerful Advanced Search Forms, you can navigate straight to the
most relevant results. Focus your research via the specialised advanced search ﬁleds - such as
Content Type, Jurisdiction, Court, Timeline and Publication - will provide more precise result sets.
Alternatively, start your broader search with the single search bar, combinations and advanced
searches that you use most.

Customize and personalize your own page

Enjoy easy access to the publications you subscribe to, recent searches and history, as well as
documents, folders, favourites and alerts, enabling you to customize where you want to start.

Online folders that increase your eﬀectiveness

Save what's important to you in online folders - documents, text, even search parameters and
results. Plus you are notiﬁed automatically if folder documents have changed.

Copy and paste made easy

Save time with the ability to paste hyperlinks directly into an email or document and feel conﬁdent
knowing that you can access the source.

Case Citator enhancements

Be more conﬁdent in citing authorities as Case Citator now includes visualisation of treatment by
subsequent cases according to the court's hierarchy.

Review your research - history list and research map

Resume past research without missing a beat. Your search history, search terms, documents, sent
emails and other activities are automatically saved in your history for up to 90 days. Review your
history as a list or choose a graphical map view where you can retrace your search, reﬁne it,
compare results and ﬁnd additional, similar documents.

Alert enhancement

Have more control in your Alerts as Lexis Advance now supports "pause" and future Alert.

Mobile access that doesn't require an app

Choose your mobile device – smartphone, tablet or laptop. Lexis Advance screens automatically
adapt to ﬁt your device.

www.lexisnexis.com.my/lexisadvance
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There is
so much more
to Lexis Advance.
Discover how this powerful
online legal search platform
works the way you do.
Simply, clearly, eﬃciently.
Ask for your Lexis Advance Demo now!
Talk to our business development manager or
call customer support :
1800.88.8856
mylexisnexis@lexisnexis.com

